
  

Bus Hub, Barrack Row and Garrick Street, Gravesend
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By: Simon Jones, Director of Highways & Transportation

Classification: For Information

Electoral Division: Borough Wide

Summary: Progress report on the Bus Hub scheme.

1.0 Introduction

1.1 The Board will be fully aware of the scheme to deliver a bus interchange in
Gravesend Town Centre to improve the transport connections between Rail, Bus and 
Bike and link with the new Rathmore Road scheme, which provides a new link road 
between Wrotham Road and Darnley Road.  See scheme plan at Appendix A.

1.2 The building of an interchange represents the final phase of the delivery of the 
Gravesend Transport Quarter master plan which has its origins back in 2005. 

1.3 Phase 1 of the masterplan was the realisation of the Community Square and 
the re-routing of the one-way system around Woodville Place. Work was completed 
on this phase in 2011.

1.4 Phase 2 of the master plan was the re-routing of the one-way traffic system 
flows along the new Rathmore Road which was separately delivered through the LGF 
programme in January 2018. As this is now complete and creates the road space for 
the building of the interchange at Barrack Row.

1.5 A Cycle Hub at Gravesend station is now also open and provides 218 secure 
cycle parking spaces. 

2. Delivery

2.1 Outline designs were prepared by Amey TESC in 2016-17.  These designs for 
the bus hub in Barrack Row included some aesthetic improvements for Garrick 
Street, bus stops with layover, pedestrian areas, bus shelters, travel information 
signage.  Watermans have since been commissioned to proceed with refining the 
outline design and developing the detailed design stage.



2.2 The plans include provision for articulated vehicles which were being 
considered as part of plans to increase capacity on the Fastrack network to support 
large developments around Gravesend and Ebbsfleet.  Despite significant forecast 
growth, current modelling of passenger demand shows that articulated vehicles are 
not required for Fastrack, but this provision will remain in the designs to future proof 
the scheme.  

2.3 KCC Public Transport completed an electric bus trial on one of the Fastrack 
Services in 2018.  This was a successful trial and it is being explored whether electric 
vehicles could be utilised for Fastrack A to support the proposed expansion of the 
network in 2022.  Therefore, in order to future proof the bus hub the cabling required 
for electric charging infrastructure will be included, in Garrick Street as part of the 
scheme.  EV Charging technologies need further investigation to ensure that the 
correct infrastructure is allowed for.  This will be led by the KCC Public Transport 
Team.

2.4  A plan showing the current scheme design is included as Appendix A.  The 
Bus Hub will provide 4 stops in Barrack Row and 3 stops in Garrick Street.  Fastrack 
will occupy 2 of the Garrick Street stops and the remaining 5 stops will be used for 
local bus services.

2.5 KCC’s Public Transport Team are leading on the design and build of the 
Garrick Street phase, and this will be funded from the Fastrack budget. 

2.6 Stakeholders including Gravesham BC, Arriva, Southeastern and KCC’s 
Public Transport team have been actively involved throughout the design process 
and will continue to be include them going forwards. 

2.7 To progress the scheme land previously owned by Network Rail to the south 
of Barrack Row was required in order provide the space necessary for the 4 bus 
stops in this location. KCC completed this land purchase in March 2018.  There are 
two tenants in place on the land - Hertz Rentals and Saturn Taxis.  KCC lawyers 
served Notice to Quit to Hertz and Saturn Taxis and both leases terminated on 23rd 
August 2019. There is also a small section of land required that is owned by GBC 
who have agreed to surrender this at the same time.

2.8 The proposal is to bring together the Bus Hub proposals on Barrack Row with 
the Fast Track improvements to Garrick Street.  However, this is subject to the 
funding for each element being available at the same time.

3.0 Current Situation

3.1 A Public Information Event was held in June 2019 to inform on the designs 
and scheme progress to date. See feedback and responses in Appendix B.  

3.2 KCC commissioned a Market Research company to carry out pre scheme 
surveys to assist with gaining valuable data to enable post scheme monitoring which 
will be completed following the scheme completion. 

3.3 A meeting with the Gravesham Access Group took place in June 2019 to 
inform on the design.



3.4. Key elements of the works that have been completed are;
 Land purchased from Network Rail March 2018
 Tenants have since vacated and the premises have been made secure.
 Public Event and surveys completed June 2019 
 Environmental surveys completed June 2019
 Ground Investigation surveys completed July 2019

4.0 Next Steps

4.1 Following the Public Information Event and Access Group meeting all 
feedback received has been collated and a short report produced, this has been 
uploaded to the scheme webpage.  All feedback will be considered to inform the final 
design.  It is anticipated the final designs will be available by September 2019.

4.2 Following the vacation of tenants from the site by 23rd August 2019 the site 
will be secured until demolition of buildings is required.  Demolition will be 
programmed so that construction can follow on. It is anticipated that demolition and 
construction should take between 4-6 months and will begin March/April 2020.

4.3 Work to commission a lead contractor for the scheme will begin in September 
2019 with a view to appoint by late 2019.

4.4 We have been made aware of an issue with abuse of the bus gate in Clive 
Road, proposals are being considered to incorporate an ANPR camera to enable 
enforcement to be undertaken.

5.0 Communications

5.1 Communications Plans will be prepared to inform the various stakeholders.  
Once a contractor is in place with a detailed construction programme available, a 
comprehensive supply of information will be made available to residents, road users 
and key organisations and this will continue during the construction period.

6.0 Financial

6.1. The current estimated cost of the scheme is £2.55m. Total funding is £1.4m of 
Local Growth Funding and £1.15m of STIPs funding has been reallocated to this 
project from the Rathmore Road scheme as it was delivered under budget.  A 
Fastrack contribution for the cost of the shelters has been confirmed in addition to the 
overall funding for the scheme.

7.0 Legal implications

7.1 This Report is for information only and hence there are no legal implications 
for the Board.



7.0 Conclusions

7.1 The detailed design is progressing well, all land secured and funding in place.  
Subject to a satisfactory return of tenders, construction could commence in spring 
2020.

8.0 Recommendations

For Information

Future Meeting if applicable: As necessary but 
none planned at present

Date: 

Contact Officer: Annette Bonner – Transport Innovations Programme Manager -
Interim (Transport Innovations Team)
e mail: annette.bonner@kent.gov.uk
tel: 03000 411728

Reporting to:

Appendices

Appendix A Scheme Plan – Drawing ref: 15330-100-WIE-ZZ-XX-DR-C-9000101
Appendix B Feedback and response ‘You Said We Did’


